Abstract. In this paper we characterize the existance of an ultra central approximate identity for ℓ 1 (S), where S is a uniformly locally finite inverse semigroup. As an application, for the Brandt semigroup S = M 0 (G, I) over a non-empty set I, we show that ℓ 1 (S) has an ultra central approximate identity if and only if I is finite.
Introduction and Preliminaries
Definition 1.1. Let A be a Banach algebra. We say that A has an ultra central approximate identity if there exists a net (e α ) in A * * such that ae α = e α a and e α a → a, for every a ∈ A.
It is easy to see that every Banach algebra A with central approximate identity has an ultra central approximate identity. We will see that every Banach algebra with a bounded approximate has an ultra central approximate identity but the converse is not always true. We will prove that every Banach algebra with a bounded approximate identity or central approximate identity has an ultra central approximate identity. Thus the class of Banach algebras which has an ultra central approximate identity is abundant.
In fact it is well-known that for a locally compact group G, L 1 (G) has a bounded approximate identity.
Also using the main result of [5] we know that S 1 (G)(the Segal algebra with respect to a locally compact group G) has a central approximate identity if and only if G is a SIN group.
Recently Ramsden in [6, Proposition 2.9] has been showed that if a semigroup algebra ℓ 1 (S) has a bounded approximate identity, then the set of idempotent elements of S, say E(S), is finite, provided that S is an uniformly locally finite semigroup. In fact, he gave a relation between the topological notion of bounded approximate identity and the algebric notion of idempotent set. So the following question raised "What will happen if ℓ 1 (S) has an ultra central approximate identity?"
Since the structure of the uniformly locally finite inverse semigroup algebra is related to some group algebras, we answer this question for the semigroup algebras associated to an uniformly locally finite inverse semigroups. In fact (motivated by [9, Example 4.1(iii)])we show that M Λ (C) (the Banach algebra of Λ × Λ-matrices over C, with finite ℓ 1 -norm and matrix multiplication) has an ultra central approximate identity if and only if Λ is finite. Using this tool we characterize the existance of an ultra central approximate identity for the semigroup algebra ℓ 1 (S), provided that S is an uniformly locally finite semigroup. As an application, we show that ℓ 1 (S) has an ultra central approximate identity if and only if I is finite, where S = M 0 (G, I) is the Brandt semigroup over a non-empty set I.
First we present some standard notations and definitions that we shall need in this paper. Let A be a Banach algebra. If X is a Banach A-bimodule, then X * is also a Banach A-bimodule via the following
Let A and B be Banach algebras. The projective tensor product A ⊗ p B with the following multiplication is a Banach algebra
The product morphism π A :
Let A be a Banach algebra and let Λ be a non-empty set. We denote ε i,j for a matrix belongs to M Λ (A) which (i, j)-entry is 1 and 0 elsewhere. The map θ :
We present some notions of semigroup theory, for the further background see [4] . Let S be a semigroup and let E(S) be the set of its idempotents. There exists a partial order on E(S) which is defined by
A semigroup S is called inverse semigroup, if for every s ∈ S there exists s * ∈ S such that ss * s = s * and s * ss * = s. If S is an inverse semigroup, then there exists a partial order on S which coincides with the partial order on E(S). Indeed
For every x ∈ S, we denote (x] = {y ∈ S| y ≤ x}. S is called locally finite (uniformly locally finite) if for
Suppose that S is an inverse semigroup. Then the maximal subgroup of S at p ∈ E(S) is denoted by
Let S be an inverse semigroup. There exists an equivalence relation D on S such that sDt if and only if there exists x ∈ S such that ss * = xx * and t * t = x * x. We denote {D λ : λ ∈ Λ} for the collection of
Main results

Theorem 2.1. Let Λ be any non-empty set. Then M Λ (C) has an ultra central approximate identity if and only if Λ is finite.
Proof. Suppose that A = M Λ (C) has an ultra central approximate identity. It follows that there exists a net (e α ) in A * * such that a · e α = e α · a and e α a → a for each a ∈ A. Suppose that a is any non-zero 
|| . It deduces y 0 ∈ A. Therefore ∞ = j∈Λ |l| = j∈Λ |y j,j 0 | = ||y 0 || < ∞, provided that Λ is infinite which is a contradiction. So Λ must be finite.
Conversely, suppose that Λ be finite. it is easy to see that M Λ (C) has an identity, say e. Since two maps a → ae and a → ea on M Λ (C) * * are w * -continuous, we have e as an identity for M Λ (C) * * . Thus M Λ (C) has an ultra central approximate identity.
Lemma 2.2. Let A be an amenable Banach algebra. Then A has an ultra central approximate identity.
Proof. Since A is amenable, there exists an element m ∈ (A ⊗ p A) * * such that a · m = m · a for each a, b ∈ A, see [7] . It is easy to see that π * *
A (m)a and π * * A (m)a = a for every a ∈ A. So A has an ultra central approximate identity.
We recall that a Banach algebra A is called pseudo-contractibe if there exists a net (m α ) in A ⊗ p A such that a · m α = m α · a and π A (m α )a → a for every a ∈ A, see [3] .
Lemma 2.3. Let A be a pseudo-contractible Banach algebra. Then A has an ultra central approximate identity.
Proof. Since A is pseudo-contractible, there exists a net (m α ) in A ⊗ p A such that a · m α = m α · a and π a (m α )a → a for every a ∈ A. Set e α = π A (m α ). It is easy to see that
and e α a = π A (m α )a → a for every a ∈ A. Since A can be embedded in A * * , (e α ) becomes an ultra central approximate identity for A.
Clearly one can show that every Banach algebra with a central approximate identity has an ultra central approximate identity. Also similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2, we can show that every Banach algebra with a bounded approximate identity has an ultra central approximate identity.
Example 2.4. Let S = N. With min as its multiplication, S becomes a commutative semigroup. Let w : S → [1, ∞) be any function. It is easy to show that w(st) ≤ w(s)w(t) for each s, t ∈ S. So w is a weight on S. Set A = ℓ 1 (S, w), the weighted semigroup algebra with respect to S. Suppose that w(n) = e n for each n ∈ S. Clearly lim w(n) = ∞. Proof. Suppose that A ⊗ p B has an ultra central approximate identity. Then there exists a net (e α ) in (A ⊗ p B) * * such that xe α = e α x and e α x → x for every x ∈ A ⊗ p B. Using the following actions one may consider A ⊗ p B as a Banach B−bimodule:
Let e be the identity of A. By Hahn-Banach theorem we can find φ e ∈ A * such that φ e (e) = 1. Define
for every a ∈ A and b ∈ B, where id B is denoted for the identity map on B. It is easy to see that φ e ⊗ id B is a bounded linear map. We claim that ((φ e ⊗ id B ) * * (e α ) α ) is an ultra central approximate identity for B. To see this consider
Then we have
Thus B has an ultra central approximate identity.
Theorem 2.6. Let S be an inverse semigroup such that E(S) is uniformly locally finite. Then the following are equivalent:
has an ultra central approximate identity;
(ii) Each D-class has finitely many idempotent elements.
Proof. Suppose that ℓ 1 (S) has an ultra central approximate identity. Then there esists a net (e α ) in ℓ 1 (S) * * such that ae α = e α a and e α a → a for each a ∈ ℓ 1 (S). Using [6, Theorem 2.18] since S is a uniformly locally finite inverse semigroup, we have
where {D λ : λ ∈ Λ} is a D-class and G p λ is a maximal subgroup at p λ . We claim that
has an ultra central approximate identity. To see this let P λ be the projection map from ℓ 1 (S) onto
It is easy to see that aP * * λ (e α ) = P * * λ (ae α ) = P * * λ (e α a) = P * * λ (e α )a and
has an ultra central approximate identity. On the other hand we know that 
is a unital Banach algebra. So one can easily see that
has a central approximate identity. Therefore ℓ 1 (S) has an ultra central approximate identity.
For a locally compact group G and non-empty set I, set Since ℓ 1 (G) is unital, Lemma 2.5 follows that M I (C) has an ultra approximate identity. Applying Lemma 2.1, implies that I is finite.
(ii)⇒(i) Since I is finite, [M I (C) ⊗ p ℓ 1 (G)] ⊕ 1 C has an identity. So ℓ 1 (S) is unital. Clearly ℓ 1 (S) has an ultra central approximate identity.
